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The IATA IGHC is the premier annual ground handling industry conference in the world.
IATA - IGHC Conference
In aviation, aircraft ground handling defines the servicing of an aircraft while it is on the ground and (usually)
parked at a terminal gate of an airport
Aircraft ground handling - Wikipedia
An IATA Certificate of Completion is awarded to participants obtaining a grade of 70% or higher on all
exercises and exams. A special distinction is awarded to participants obtaining a grade of 90% or higher.
Baggage Handling Services and Systems - iata.org
IATA delay codes were created to standardise the reporting by airlines of commercial flight departure delays.
Previously, every airline had its own system, which made the sharing and aggregation of flight delay
information difficult. IATA standardised the flight delay reporting format by using codes that attribute cause
and responsibility for the delay; this supports aviation administration ...
IATA delay codes - Wikipedia
Captain Pat BOONE - www.b737mrg.net NO OFFICIAL USE -ACCURACY CANNOT BE GUARANTEED FOR INFO ONLY ! August 2009 Flight Operations and Crewing 61 FP FLIGHT PLAN Late completion of or
change to flight plan
Lack of and / or breakdown; lack of operating TA DELAY CODES
IATA DELAY & DIVERSION CODES. IATA Delay Codes were created to help airlines standardize why a
commercial flight left late from its departure airport.
Aviation-Ops: Airline Delay & Diversion Codes
swissport international ltd. ground handling, cargo services, aircraft maintenance, fueling services, executive
aviation, aviation security p.o. box, 8058 zurich-airport,
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